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During the COVID-19 pandemic from July 2020 through December 2021, @UCLA social media 
looked for bold, new ways to share engaging, factual information and to showcase inspiring 
COVID-related stories from across campus and within the community. Social media was especially 
effective in reaching our audience of current students, turning COVID and vaccine updates and 
protocols into concise, engaging content. 

@UCLA social media distributed 489 total posts across multiple social media channels including 
Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, TikTok and Twitter. Social media posts engaged a diverse audience 
including students, faculty and staff, alumni, and the community, generating nearly 11 million 
impressions and 1 million organic (unpaid) social engagements (video views, likes, shares, 
comments) across all UCLA-owned social media channels.
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What makes your entry 
distinctive?
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Unique science and technology: UCLA scientists created several COVID-19 testing and vaccine 
breakthroughs giving @UCLA the opportunity to tell unique stories, including SwabSeq testing 
technology, and vaccine technology breakthroughs.

Empathy: @UCLA shared important content regarding Covid-related mental health issues, giving 
emotional support to those who experienced or lost someone due to Covid. These posts including 
recognizing UCLA’s healthcare professionals, a doctor’s support of a dying patient, and an 
emotional support robot, amongst others, generated more than 36K total engagements.   

Associated posts and measurements 
(Time period 7/1/20 - 12/31/21)

Support of a Dying Patient
(materially exceed median engagements for Facebook by 100x)

Celebrating Healthcare Workers
(generated 29% increase over Instagram median engagement)

Emotional Support Robot for Children (video)
(materially exceeded median engagements on Twitter)
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2921106951451243
https://www.instagram.com/p/CWey44WF0uB/
https://twitter.com/UCLA/status/1284186449546366976
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Successful use of emerging platforms: 
To reach students, @UCLA leveraged 
TikTok, our fastest growing social channel 
with a 47% YOY growth rate. TikTok content 
captured Student Health Center staff on 
camera and included trending music, 
resulting in peer-to-peer messaging that 
captured the attention of our student 
audience where they are on social media and 
resulted in 47,810 social engagements. 

Associated posts (hyperlinks):

● How to get a COVID Test at UCLA
● COVID test in less than 2 minutes 
● Why is the symptom monitoring 

survey so important? 
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https://www.tiktok.com/@ucla/video/7011550596041903365
https://www.tiktok.com/@ucla/video/6948230152497270022
https://www.tiktok.com/foryou?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7019432667020004614#/@ucla/video/7019432667020004614
https://www.tiktok.com/foryou?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7019432667020004614#/@ucla/video/7019432667020004614
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University-wide COVID-related goals: 

Increase student participation in the Daily Symptom Monitoring Survey, vaccine verification, and 
awareness for COVID-19 testing options on campus and university protocols.

Social media-specific engagement goals included the below, measured as compared to our total 
post median and if our COVID-19 specific posts fell above median: 

● Reach/awareness
● Engagement (likes, shares, comments, video views) 
● Link clicks for website content 

@UCLA social media distributed 489 total posts across multiple social media channels including 
Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, TikTok and Twitter. Social media posts engaged a diverse audience 
including students, faculty and staff, alumni, and the community, generating nearly 11 million 
impressions and 1 million organic (unpaid) social engagements (video views, likes, shares, 
comments) across all UCLA-owned social media channels.
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How did you 
accomplish your goals?
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Audience-Driven Approach: The @UCLA social media team took a proactive and audience-driven approach in 
crafting communications that directly supported and reinforced our campus’ needs as well as local/state COVID-19 
compliance requirements. @UCLA social media was able to reach students on the platforms where they spend their 
time, in a tone and approach that appealed to them.

Cross-Campus Collaboration: @UCLA’s emphasis on cross-campus collaboration was a key factor in our success. 
Whether leading or participating in regular collaboration meetings with leaders and peers, the team was able to quickly 
identify communication priorities related to COVID-19 and vaccines. Working alongside peers outside of Strategic 
Communications, we collected diverse perspectives around campus which contributed invaluable input for effective 
creative development.

Timeliness: COVID-related content was created in-house with same day turnarounds and posted to social channels. 

Nimble Video Production: To save resources and avoid COVID risks, videos were created by one team member 
driving to campus, interviewing and capturing footage, researching trending songs, editing and publishing to TikTok. 

Student Focus Groups: @UCLA employs a team of student workers with diverse backgrounds and skills. In weekly 
meetings and on Slack, the team sources ideas, solicits feedback and collaborates closely with current students to 
ensure that creative assets speak to students with clarity and relevance. 

Actionable Insights: UCLA Strategic Communications’ Data and Insights team provided @UCLA with invaluable 
insight, helping us craft and refine effective results-driven content strategies 
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Bruin For Bruin Campaign: A call for Bruin’s artistic expression of what Bruin for Bruin means to them. 
Selected works were featured on campus, in Westwood and on UCLA social channels. Then, the design 
language extended on social media into a campaign to remind Bruins of COVID-19 protocols in a friendly way. 
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http://uclaspecialevents.ucla.edu/bruinforbruin

Example on LinkedIn

http://uclaspecialevents.ucla.edu/bruinforbruin
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/ucla_reminder-all-bruins-living-learning-or-activity-6865046265802190848-lFSB
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COVID-19 Instagram Stories highlight
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https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/17934322639676920/?hl=en
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TikTok posts/links:

UCLA Nurse Encourages Students to take the Symptom Monitoring Survey

COVID Test Vending Machines on Campus

Schedule your on-campus COVID test in less than 2 minutes
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https://vm.tiktok.com/TTPdMC2CQH/
https://vm.tiktok.com/TTPdMCjvhv/
https://www.tiktok.com/@ucla/video/6948230152497270022
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Social Media Videos (links):

SwabSeq Technology Developed at UCLA

Robin the AI Robot

A Final Hug With Mi Amour
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https://twitter.com/ucla/status/1471904975655772174?s=21
https://twitter.com/ucla/status/1471904975655772174?s=21
http://www.facebook.com/11360325957/posts/10158556904960958
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Protocols and Safety Messaging
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Social Media In Support of Emails and
COVID-19 and Vaccine Resources Website

Proactive Messaging Example

Updating Community on LA Public Health Guidance

https://covid-19.ucla.edu/
https://twitter.com/ucla/status/1462915480629432330?s=21
https://twitter.com/ucla/status/1455353474087018496?s=21
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Retro Creative Promoting Vaccines
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Upgraded Masking Requirements and 
COVID-19 Protocols – Jan 13, 2022

https://twitter.com/ucla/status/1430326147422818309?s=21
https://twitter.com/UCLA/status/1481669358283751424
https://twitter.com/UCLA/status/1481669358283751424
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COVID-19 Instagram Stories highlight
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Upgraded Masking Requirements and COVID-19 Protocols – Jan 13, 2022

https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/17934322639676920/?hl=en
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Joining Mayor of L.A.’s COVID-19 Memorial with Support from UCLA

Royce Hall Lighting Coverage

Mascot Engagement

https://www.instagram.com/p/CWey44WF0uB/
https://twitter.com/ucla/status/1461544889649225729?s=21
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News of Vaccine Science Advances Three Wishes COVID-19 Memorial ArtVariant FAQs

https://twitter.com/ucla/status/1470045883173593094?s=21
https://twitter.com/ucla/status/1465516090960666627?s=21
https://twitter.com/ucla/status/1466557935522402310?s=21
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Story about an alumna who led the 
Vaccine Team at Pfizer 

https://twitter.com/ucla/status/1459008130084388865?s=21
https://twitter.com/ucla/status/1459008130084388865?s=21


Thank You
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